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Introduction
MCA Cooper Associates - Background & Experience
MCA Cooper Associates was formed in June 2001 by Malcolm Cooper who had formerly
been Finance Director of Calderdale College in West Yorkshire. Prior to his involvement with
this College he had significant board-level experience in various parts of the private sector.
For the last twenty years the Company’s team have developed into specialists in
improvement, recovery and reorganisation planning, successfully advising a number of
education sector clients, the Learning and Skills Council (LSC) for whom the Company
contributed at Recovery Planning seminars around the country, the Association of Colleges
(AoC), the Learning and Skills Improvement Service (LSIS) and latterly the Skills Funding
Agency (SFA).
We have developed a strong team of qualified associates covering various disciplines
including financial management, Management Information System (MIS), HR, IT and
governance and we also have a network of like-minded partners who provide other
disciplines as part of a collaborative team when required. The Company’s associates all
have senior level experience and most have front-line management experience in education
providers.
The Company has worked with a number of Further Education (FE) college clients
undertaking strategic reviews and feasibility studies and in the process has formed an
excellent working relationship with a number of Education and Skills Funding Agency (ESFA)
colleagues at all levels.
Malcolm Cooper co-authored the current FE sector guidance on dealing with colleges in
financial difficulty (written for the LSC) entitled “Identifying and Managing Underperformance”
which was published in January 2008.
The Company was voted Consultancy of the Year by the Chartered Institute of Management
Accountants (CIMA) for advising and supporting Bicton College in Devon, an assignment in
which a review of their IT systems and procedures played a key role. Robert Leitch led the
Bicton College IT review. The overall Recovery Plan at Bicton was developed under the
direct guidance of Malcolm Cooper.
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MCA Cooper Associates - Project Team
The MCA Cooper Associates team members who undertook this project were as follows:
Malcolm Cooper MBA FCMA CGMA FCMI MICM
Managing Director
Malcolm has both general management and accountancy qualifications. He was Finance
Director of Calderdale College from September 1998 to May 2001. For the period April to
May 2001 he also undertook the role of Acting Principal. In the latter months of that year he
returned to the College as Interim Director of Finance following the formation, by him, of
MCA Cooper Associates.
Since 2001, he has led the Company team in advising over fifty colleges as they evaluated
their options and has successfully advised colleges in recovery, improvement or merger
situations who are now delivering much improved performance.
From 2004 at the invitation of the LSC he co-presented the consultants view at a number of
LSC recovery planning seminars. He has also delivered papers on financial management
issues for the Association of Colleges and the Learning and Skills Improvement Service. He
has significant experience in executive level positions within both the private sector and a FE
college and oversaw the work on this project.
Robert Leitch MBCS CITP
Associate Director – IT
Robert is a Member of the British Computer Society and a Chartered IT Professional with
over 25 years’ experience of driving ICT change and improvement both in-house and on a
consultancy basis. Robert is an innovative and strategic thinking professional who
challenges convention and delivers results which include the development of successful ICT
strategies and ICT/Organisational mergers. With a background in computer systems and
networks, Robert has a strong understanding of structured project management
methodologies and adds commercial and financial value through the complete ownership of
technology and organisational change.
Sam Daly
Associate Director
Sam has over 10 years’ experience managing change in large organisations, with a
particular focus on student experience and digital education within further and higher
education sectors.
With MCA Cooper Associates, Sam has undertaken several IT reviews for colleges and was
the lead process consultant on Hull College Group’s Fresh Start Programme, which helped
the college achieve significant efficiencies while improving customer service and student
experiences.
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The College Collaboration Fund (CCF)
A peer-support programme to help FE colleges share good practice and develop quality
improvement priorities.

Overview
The College Collaboration Fund (CCF) is a national programme of competitive grant funding
for all statutory further education (FE) providers.
CCF enables colleges to collaborate and share good practice and expertise to address
common quality improvement priorities. The fund builds on the previous Strategic College
Improvement Fund (SCIF).

Aims of the programme
The CCF aims to:
●

Develop greater collaboration between FE colleges.

●

Stimulate quality improvement through developing sector-led approaches to
peer-to-peer support and sharing good practice.

●

Ensure sustainable FE provision through adopting processes which support high
performance.

●

Produce products and approaches to quality improvement that can be adopted by
other FE providers.

●

Stimulate the market and provider base to support ongoing quality improvement.

●

Develop a stronger FE offer through improving the quality of FE provision and learner
outcomes, including progression to Level 3 and beyond qualifications.

●

Better meet local and national skills priorities and improve labour market outcomes
for learners.
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Project Summary - DN Colleges Group (lead) and The
Sheffield College (partner)
The aim of the project is to enhance the student experience and to ultimately digitalise
paper-based processes.
The objectives are to map the administrative processes behind the student journey and to
establish a To-Be set of process definitions. This will involve stakeholder workshops and
challenges to existing ways of working. The project will involve the development of:
●

Specifications and user journeys to inform future digital solutions gap analysis or
procurement requirements

●

As-is and to-be process maps that colleges across the sector can use on an ‘adopt
and adapt’ basis

●

Standard operating procedures, guides and manuals

The Brief
Background
Both DN Colleges Group and Sheffield College recognise that they have a legacy of
inefficient, often paper-based student and staff administrative processes. These processes
are often campus-centric, requiring direct student-staff interaction which will not always be
possible post-COVID-19. This improvement programme will map existing processes and
perform deep-dive improvement in processes, initially those related to student recruitment
and onboarding, making them less resource-intensive (Recruitment and value for money
theme), as well as identifying opportunity to digitally enable these processes to
accommodate distance learners (Student engagement and experience theme). This will
form the first phase of a wider project outside the scope of this bid which will cycle for the
student journey. The output of this phase will be a series of to-be process definitions and
manuals which could be applied, with tailoring, in any college.
Business Process Reengineering is an identified priority in DN Colleges Group’s new future
scenarios strategy and has the full backing of the Senior Leadership Team and Governors.
The group is therefore committed to ensure that the programme’s resource needs are
prioritised. It is also a key part of Sheffield College’s developing Digital Transformation
Strategy.
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Project Objectives
●

●

●
●
●

To determine the “As-Is” situation for student journey processes in each of the
collaborating colleges. Specific emphasis to be placed on the student recruitment and
onboarding.
Consultation, refinement and finalisation of high level “As-Is” maps
o Highlighting process areas of good practice
o Highlighting individual and shared ‘pain points’ and bottlenecks
o Defining the ‘problem domain’.
Conceptualise new approaches to the ‘problem domain’ and new ways of working post
COVID-19 pandemic outbreak.
Design and capture new ways of working (post COVID-19 pandemic outbreak); the
“To-Be” maps.
Development of specifications and user journeys to inform future digital solution gap
analysis or procurement requirements.

Deliverables
●
●

●
●
●

Design of new working processes that are more streamlined, elimination of data re-entry
across processes.
The full To-Be maps, user journeys and any software requirements arising for digital
delivery of the processes will be made publicly available for use across the sector as a
model for “new normal” operations post-COVID.
Identification of process strands that are high priority and have potential for digital
optimisation.
Conceptualise new ways of working to achieve these deliverables.
A 90 second video will also be made available to providers in the FE sector. The video
will feature highlights from the collaboration programme and a high-level walkthrough of
the best practice framework.
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The Review
MCA Cooper Associates - Key Activities
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Workshops to determine the “As-Is” situation
Consultation, refinement and finalisation of “As-Is” maps
Summarisation of pain points to define emerging problem statements
Workshops and meetings to determine the “To-Be” maps
Consultation, refinement and finalisation of “To-Be” maps
Innovation workshops to identify new ways of working
Assistance with development of specifications for any necessary new software
suppliers

Methodology and Approach
Project Management
The approach to the project was based around the Design Thinking methodology (see
below). Budget was apportioned to the various stages and tracked through a shared
spreadsheet which was reviewed on a monthly basis by the project team.
The COVID-19 pandemic necessitated remote working for this project, but in reality this
better suited the project’s nature and timelines. It was not necessary to schedule large
blocks of workshops to maximimise time spent onsite at the colleges, and running
workshops through video conferencing allowed scheduling best suited to stakeholders’
multitude of prior commitments. We would recommend this approach to any future project of
a similar nature.
A core team of representative project managers and business analysts met on a regular
basis from all three organisations throughout the project, which brought consistency and
high quality communication, allowing the project to maintain momentum towards the stated
objectives.
MCA Cooper Associates would like to thank all representatives from DN Colleges Group and
The Sheffield College for their professional approach to the project, and earnest
engagement with all workshops.
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Design Thinking
The Design Thinking process is not linear; it is flexible and fluid, looping back and around
and in on itself It is an iterative user-centric solution based approach to problem-solving.

1

Design Thinking was interpreted and executed within this project as follows:

Stage 1 - Empathise
The first stage of the process is spent getting to know the user and understanding their
wants, needs and objectives. For this project, this meant capturing stakeholders' wants and
needs in a Skore diagram (see MCA Map Pro Workshops - powered by Skore (™)) and
conversely pain points and bottlenecks associated with their daily activities. A number of
‘As-Is’ process capture workshops were held with each College individually* and activities,
outcomes, pain-points, bottlenecks and wish lists were documented.
* DN College Group should be considered one college since their merger a number of years
ago, however variations still remain in the processes between the Doncaster campus and
the North Lindsey campus.

Stage 2 - Define
This stage was dedicated to defining the problem. All of the findings from the ‘As-Is’ process
capture workshops were tabled in a spreadsheet in order to identify:
● Patterns and trends
● Shared pain points and bottlenecks
● The big user problem that the project team needs to solve
MCA Cooper Associates worked together with a small number of select representatives from
each College to prioritise and assess all ideas and come up with as many new angles and
ideas as possible.
1

https://www.maqe.com/insight/the-design-thinking-process-how-does-it-work/
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A meeting was also held with Student Council members from each College and their
experience of the Learner Journey that they personally experienced was discussed and
documented.

Stage 3 - Ideate
Known within the project as the ‘blue sky thinking’ phase, sessions were held jointly with
representatives and subject matter experts from both Colleges in order to challenge
established beliefs and explore new options and alternatives. Towards the end of the
ideation phase, a number of solution statements and design principles had been identified.

Stage 4 - Prototype
Skore was once again used to create a design prototype for the FE Learner Journey. This
very much embraced the iterative Design Thinking approach in that the prototype slowly
developed over time as it changed to accommodate new ways of thinking or in order to
respond to challenges raised in Stages 1, 2 and 3.

Stage 5 - Test
While it was not possible to test the prototype design in a live environment, the design was
presented to senior stakeholders from both college groups who challenged and questioned
the design, and these comments were fed back into subsequent iterations of the prototype
design. Enough information and artefacts have been created to assist with the creation of a
technology prototype if desired.

Personas
In relation to Design Thinking, a persona is a fictional character that represents a type of
customer or user of the service or product. This fictional character is created based on a
synthesis of what has been learned about the real customers and users…and the themes or
common characteristics that have been observed. This approach is designed to help a better
understanding of customers’ needs, behaviors, experiences, and goals.
Some Personas used in this project are described later in Concept 1 - When is a Learner not
a student?
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MCA Map Pro Workshops - powered by Skore (™)
MCA Map Pro workshops were held using MCA’s process mapping tool of choice, Skore,
perfect for running live process workshops in person or remotely.

Skore The Tool
Skore is designed to map business processes at the speed of conversation in live
workshops. Simple yet powerful, the MCA Map Pro approach combines the power of Agile
user stories, Lean principles and a proven systems modelling technique to create a rigorous
and simple approach that is easy to use. No complex notations, no BPMN (Business
Process Model and Notation), just easy to create and easy to read process diagrams that
can be used by anyone at all levels of an organisation.

Starting initial workshops with a blank ‘canvas’, the MCA Copper Associate facilitators /
authors worked with College staff and created a strategic level view of the target process,
drilling down into the details until the level needed was reached.2
The output from each workshop allowed
participants and viewers to zoom in and out of
the process to have an end-to-end and
top-to-bottom view.
Ideal for presenting a multi-level view of the
processes to key stakeholders in the
organisation.

As the process map progressed, job roles were added to the diagram along with
responsibilities (RATSI was used see Appendix A2 - Responsibility Model ) and individual
job descriptions for each role. This information was used to clarify roles and responsibilities.

2

https://www.getskore.com/features/
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‘As-Is’ Workshops
The purpose of the inaugural workshops for each College was to map, at the top level, an
‘As-Is’ ‘FE Learner Journey’ . This was in order to give stakeholders at each College an
opportunity to describe to MCA Cooper Associates their end to end process; what the key
stages are and where the handover points between each stage occur. These high level FE
Learner Journeys were also used to identify the number and scope of workshops required to
map the lower level ‘As Is’ processes.
The ‘As-Is’ or current state workshops were carried out with each College individually. The
purpose of these workshops was to identify pain points and bottlenecks within the current
process as well as identify areas of good practice. Ultimately, the aim, in later stages of the
Design Thinking lifecycle, would be to design out the pain points and bottlenecks and design
in good practice.
By their very nature, Skore workshops allow attendees to voice their opinion and
demonstrate their knowledge in real time. As words are spoken activities and outcomes are
recorded on screen in front of all participants. Participants feel listened to and can see that
their comments are recorded and can be communicated in context, which was an extremely
important function at this empathise stage.

The Sheffield College’s High Level ‘As-Is’
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DN College Group’s High Level ‘As-Is’

Skore was also used to support the discussion and note taking during the meeting with
Student Council members. Although, on this occasion Skore was used more as a
whiteboard than a process mapping tool. This allowed the facilitator of the meeting to depict
the Prospective Learners’ and Learners’ satisfaction along the ‘As Is’ journey. Anecdotally
dissatisfaction occurred when there was an exception to the rule and satisfaction when there
was a purposeful minimal engagement required by the Learner.

‘To-Be’ Workshops
‘To-Be’ or future state workshops were held with a small number of selected College
stakeholders in order to prototype the solution and challenge the ‘As Is’ processes. Once a
‘strawman’ was in place ‘To-Be’ workshops were extended to a wider Senior Leadership
Team (SLT) and subject matter expert (SME) stakeholder groups for feedback and further
challenge. Changes were made iteratively.
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Participant Feedback
At the end of the project, an anonymous survey was conducted with members of both
college groups to collect feedback and their thoughts on the project.

Quantitative Feedback
Learning
●

When asked whether the project helped them to better understand their own
area’s/department’s current processes, 67% of participants said “somewhat agree” or
“strongly agree”.

●

When asked whether the project helped them to better understand others’
area’s/department’s current processes, 84% of participants said “somewhat agree” or
“strongly agree”.

●

When asked whether the project gave them better understanding of how current
working practices could be improved, 77% of participants said “somewhat agree” or
“strongly agree”.

Innovation
●

When asked whether the project successfully used collaboration to drive innovation,
100% of participants said “somewhat agree” or “strongly agree”.

●

When asked whether the project helped towards the sharing of best practice, 100%
of participants said “somewhat agree” or “strongly agree”.

Methodology
●

When asked whether participants felt they were encouraged to speak openly
throughout the workshops, 92% of participants said “somewhat agree” or “strongly
agree”.

●

When asked whether the use of virtual meetings such as Microsoft Teams or Google
Meet had a positive effect on their participation in the workshops, 92% of participants
said “somewhat agree” or “strongly agree”.

●

When asked if they would participate in future projects of this nature, 100% of
participants said “somewhat agree” or “strongly agree”.

Qualitative Feedback
Comments were also invited in the survey and here are a selection of them.
●

“...very useful to see how processes are integrated across college.”

●

“...useful to work with colleagues from another college and the consultants,
particularly considering and discussing 'pain points'”
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●

“...there was a lightbulb moment for some staff in these meetings, realising the wider
ramifications of their actions and how they impact on college processes.”

●

“The pain points that were picked up doing the workshops has been a huge help.”

●

“I think it was a great project and very useful … so this was useful, different and
added value.”

●

“...it was good to hear the different perspectives of people in different areas.”

●

“...well facilitated and easy to participate.”

●

“It was great to work with people who aren't from our area who could suggest things
that might work better just to question the processes”

●

“Enjoyed the experience, really well run”

The project team would like to extend sincere thanks to all college staff who contributed to
this project through earnest participation in the workshops.
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Summary & Deliverables
What We Did
●

●
●
●
●

Built process maps of the as-is (current) process in both colleges.
○ Course Data, Marketing, Admissions, Keep-warm, Enrolment, Induction,
Progression.
Met with Student representatives to help understand the journey from their
perspective. (see Appendix A4 - The Students’ Student Journey)
Identified 129 observations between two colleges. Mostly ‘pain points’. (see Appendix
A3 - Example ‘As-Is’ Pain Points)
Grouped these into 5 categories, with problem statements.
Developed a main problem statement.

Main Problem Statement
“There is no eco-system for managing relevant, timely and accessible
communication throughout the learner journey.”

Supporting Problem Statements (Causes)
Objectives, Goals, Strategies and Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)
drive behaviours that can conflict with students’ best interests. [Culture]
●
●
●
●

Within colleges, there is often a pressure to maintain numbers, which can affect
quality. Quality can affect numbers too.
Regulations can justify processes that don’t help students.
Teams working in silos are hard for a student to navigate.
Strategies and policies that are not enforced are not effective.
18

●

Lack of accountability means things get missed.

There is no single view of information for contact management
throughout the learner journey.
●
●
●
●
●

Students are made to deal with the college in a variety of ways.
It is hard to follow a student from the first expression of interest to enrolment.
It is hard to evidence precisely which marketing campaigns are most effective.
Students are asked the same questions by different people in the college.
It would be hard to show which students have a poor customer experience, or why.

Colleges sometimes do not communicate clearly, leading to undesired
outcomes.
●
●
●
●
●

There is no communications plan for the learner journey.
Different departments contact the learner with inconsistent messaging, branding and
voice.
It is hard for students to understand their learner journey because the college does
not provide transparency or expectations.
Information about courses is not shared fully with students.
Colleges sometimes find it hard to communicate reliably with young people who
frequently change their preferred communication channel or address.

Data or information does not always exist or is not always accessible at
the right time to enable business processes.
●
●
●
●
●

Poor data interfaces between systems slows down processes.
Collecting data manually at the last minute risks processes.
Not fostering teams’ use of central systems will lead to local data stores.
Data held in local systems instead of centrally means different versions of ‘the truth’
emerge.
Senior leaders do not have a view of data quality issues.

A proactive, rigorous, formal and cross functional change culture does
not exist.
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Change does not always require justification or approval.
It is hard to understand the impact when approving a change.
There is a poor understanding across the college of course information.
Changes are observed that are not understood.
Changes are not always done fully, leaving mop-up activities.
Mop-up work is often only done when needed, as a troubleshooting task.
Last minute changes are harder to manage than planned changes.
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Design Principles
As our objective was to design out the pain points and bottlenecks, we inverted them to
create the Solution Statements.

Solution Statements
●
●
●

●
●
●

Provide an eco-system for managing relevant, timely and accessible communication
throughout the learner journey
Communicate clearly, leading to desired outcomes. Nurture students to progress
through the journey at every stage.
Hold a single view of information for contact management throughout the learner
journey.
○ Stages of an application
■ Apply to a career
■ Offer to a course
■ Enrol to a qualification
Provide data or information at the right time to enable business processes.
Design Objectives, Goals, Strategies and KPIs to drive behaviours that are in
students’ best interests.
Develop a proactive, rigorous, formal and cross functional change culture.

These solution statements were used to evaluate the ideas that came from the ideation
phase. At each stage, the question was asked whether the proposed solution held true to
these statements.

Proposed Ecosystem

3

3

Adapted from
https://recommend.pro/digital-transformation-customer-experience/digital-ecosystem-recommend-blog
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Technology
This refers to the IT systems and equipment deployed to achieve the desired outcomes.
Within a typical Learner Journey, this may include a MIS system, a Customer Relationship
Management (CRM), a website, a portal, as well as hardware that learners may need to use
such as kiosks for enrolment activities.
Most colleges will have at least the majority of these typical systems in place already, and a
choice to move away from the incumbent supplier to a new supplier is a big decision to
make. A good place to start is by looking at the constraints the incumbent system places
upon the Learner Journey, and the workarounds that are needed to still ensure the right
outcomes for the learner and the college. If these workarounds can be costed, then this
makes the comparison with a new system (which one would hope would eliminate most if
not all workarounds) much more straightforward, and a clear return on investment can be
presented.

Channels
In the ecosystem pictured here, Channels refers to communication channels. The channel
selected to communicate different messages with learners is extremely important, especially
with learners of the age that colleges typically deal with. As well as providing the right
features and space to convey the message, the speed of delivery and presentation will play
a part in convincing the learner to respond or perform the requested task.
Care should be given to ensure accurate communication details are collected to allow
messaging, and thought should be given as to whether to allow learners (as customers) to
specify their preferred mode.

Customers
Part of what makes a college challenging to run is ensuring that the multiple customer
groups are satisfied with the service provided.
Learners are the group of customers that are most visible within the college. It is clear when
they are receiving the services they have requested, and student satisfaction is a metric that
is often cited as a KPI. The Learner Journey considered in this project is centred around this
customer group, to help focus the design of processes around their needs and expectations.
Colleges have a duty to train learners to serve the local economy, so local employers are
another key customer group. A well designed curriculum offering takes into account the local
needs and will work to establish a feedback loop, allowing continuous improvement and
refinement.
Ultimately, colleges usually receive their funding from funding bodies, which place their own
requirements on the college.

Strategy
Every college publishes a strategy outlining their values and objectives and the best
performing colleges will work very hard to focus efforts on achieving them. If the strategy is
21

not known and used throughout the organisation, it should be questioned as to what value it
has.
The strategy should be felt throughout the Learner Journey as the practical embodiment of
what the college says it is there for.

Culture
Culture is one of the hardest things to change in any organisation, but the most important.
Culture will pervade every process, every decision and every customer experience across
the college. If the culture is strong and positive, these will all be improved. Conversely, if it is
weak and negative then even the best designed processes, systems and strategies will be
ruined.
“An organization's culture defines the proper way to behave within the organization. This
culture consists of shared beliefs and values established by leaders and then communicated
and reinforced through various methods, ultimately shaping employee perceptions,
behaviors and understanding”4.

Processes
Within a customer journey such as this Learner Journey, the processes we design are vital
and can be thought of as the glue that keeps all of the other ecosystem elements together.
Where any other other elements constrain the design of the journey, the processes are
where workarounds will be performed, to ensure the right outcomes. Clearly additional
processes will mean increased costs, increased effort and increased chance of error, and
this is why, where possible, the other elements in the ecosystem should be designed and
selected carefully. However, it is not always possible to change these other elements, and so
well designed processes will keep costs to a minimum, reduce risks and still ensure good
outcomes.

Design Concepts
With the Design Principles in place we set to work creating a solution design prototype, a ‘To
Be’ process diagram in Skore with support from selected Project Team members from each
College.
In order to maintain the Design Thinking approach we had to adopt the persona of a Learner.
This raised an interesting question; When is a Learner not a student? This pivotal question
arose because there were conflicting anecdotes about the success of communicating with
and managing the needs of students, as well as students not seeing the value in some
College pre-scribed activities. There were also activities that mandated certain responses
due to National regulatory and compliance reasons, and there were activities that mandated
certain responses for no other reason than ‘we’ve always done it like that!’.

4

https://www.shrm.org/ResourcesAndTools/tools-and-samples/toolkits/Pages/understandinganddevelo
pingorganizationalculture.aspx
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Concept 1 - When is a Learner not a student?
The idiom ‘two sides of the same coin’ came to mind. What if the Learner has two personas
and we are only truly addressing one of those personas, then it might be the case that by
addressing only one persona the College believes it has been successful, yet conversely,
the Learner perceives a failing.
If we consider the concept of the FE Learner (including prospective learner) having two
personas, then we can open ourselves up to a new but closely coupled problem domain;
1) Persona #1 - the persona the FE sector is familiar with and caters for extremely well
within teaching and learning is the Learner as a Student. To service this persona the
FE College has trained staff in place and would have invested heavily in student
management information systems.
2) Persona #2 - a slightly less familiar persona is that of the Learner as a Customer. As
a College we market to the prospective student, we record application information,
we keep the students warm in a marketing bubble, we enrol them based on our
needs as an organisation and then we carry out induction...and we treat them like a
student not a customer.
Persona #1 is widely recognised in colleges, for as a College we can be prescriptive. This is
our domain, teaching and learning is well practiced and well governed. We as a College are
in a position of authority.
Persona #2 is perhaps not so widely recognised in colleges. As a supplier of teaching and
learning related services we need to be more aware of our prospective customers, how they
wish to communicate, what we need to do to meet their expectations. Most importantly, we
need to have the systems in place to make this customer engagement as efficient, effective
and frictionless as possible. A failure to recognise these personas as separate can lead to
customer dissatisfaction and ultimately learners choosing rival institutions.

Concept 2 - When is a mandate not compulsory?
Once the admissions process has taken place, offer holders await their results so they can
prove they have met the course entry requirements and can enrol. On, or shortly after,
results day, learners are invited to attend the college to begin the final processes of getting
onto the course they started reading about 12 months prior.
Several activities are mandated by the government and must be completed for the Learner
and College to be able to proceed.
Induction activities are often scheduled to begin at this time too and colleges may stress the
importance of engaging with these, to the point of insisting they are mandatory. Wanting to
challenge preconceptions, the question we asked whilst prototyping was ‘Which induction
task, if not completed, would cause a Learner to be ejected from the college?’ The resulting
discussion made us realise that induction activities were almost certainly nice-to-haves. A
Learner that engages with Induction shows signs that they are ready to learn and will
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continue to engage with the teaching and learning. A Learner’s engagement level can be
measured to inform the support required on-programme.
Once Induction is separated more distinctly from Enrolment, enrolment activities can be
designed to promote the collection of mandatory information from the Learner as a Customer
as early as is practicable, alleviating the need for all-hands onsite on enrolment day, which is
a stress for many colleges.

Concept 3 - When is an offer not an offer?
The traditional FE learner journey sees applications made between November and February,
prior to enrolment the following September. Colleges typically are keen to interview the
applicant shortly after application, and make an offer for study for the course, level and
qualification that seems to best suit them.
Once an offer has been made, the next (perceived) pressure is on getting applicants to
accept the offer, as this is seen as a good indicator that the applicant will enrol several
months later.
There are several problems inherent with this approach.
● Applicants are encouraged to apply before their (GCSE) results are known, so the
offer is only provisional.
● Once results are known, many offers are not for the right level or qualification, which
creates work to amend. Here the risk is that changes are not done properly, or
communicated properly to the Learner as a Customer.
● Putting pressure on offer holders to accept their offer gives the college a false
indication of the likelihood of them enrolling. Consider that they hold 3 offers from
different colleges, and are asked by all of them to accept. They can’t possibly enrol at
all three.
● Applicants are often maturing at a pace at this age (15-16 years old) and are not
always sure what their career path will be, yet are being asked to commit to a course
pathway that could dictate their study for the next 2-3 years. Making the final decision
on a course a few months later, following good quality engagement from the college
could give time for the learner to be sure of their choice.
● The college will not have committed to offering the marketed courses at the point of
offer, because they sometimes like to look at the application data, and also need to
check funding rule updates which might not arrive until May.
Let us consider the concept of Stages of an application being;
● Apply to a college
● Choose a career
● Offer a place on a course
● Enrol to a qualification
This approach works in tandem with some of the market constraints covered above.
It allows the College to always encourage the Learner as a Customer to apply to the College
knowing that the Learner will always be signposted to the right destination; Make an offer to
the Learner as a Customer on a suitable and relevant course of their choosing; Enrol the
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Learner as a Customer to a qualification befitting of their capabilities and relevant to their
chosen career path.

Concept 4 - What should we measure?
The way an activity is measured will affect the way the task is done. The person responsible
for the task will make many small decisions on a day to day basis and knowing how their
performance will be measured will have an impact. This can result in unintended
consequences. For example, measuring a department on the number of students enrolled in
an academic year could translate into a quantity over quality recruitment outcome, even if
that was not the intended outcome of the college.
Metrics applied to this Solution Design Prototype will be heavily influenced by the culture of
each individual College. A good culture where colleagues understand the strategic
objectives of the college, are well attuned to the students’ best interests and are empowered
to make decisions in pursuit of those interests will be supported well when metrics are
designed and implemented.
With this in mind, there are certain features a good metric should have:
● Easily measurable: A good metric should be relatively simple to measure
● Directly correlated to the process activity in terms of efficiency and effectiveness
● Directly correlated to the Colleges’ mission, vision and values
● Tied to business-oriented goals you establish for the department or college.
● Lagging indicators - how well you have done and / or Leading indicators how well
you're going to do - in the next month, quarter, or year.
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To-Be Learner Journey

Online version: https://app.getskore.com/college-collaboration-project/processes/ccf-to-be-fe-learner-journey/latest/process
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To-Be Solution Design Prototype

Online version: https://app.getskore.com/college-collaboration-project/processes/ccf-to-be-solution-design-prototype/latest/process
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Systems Topology
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Summary of Findings
The aim of the project was to enhance the student experience and to ultimately digitalise
paper-based processes.
The solution design prototype above describes how embracing the two personas of a
Learner both the ‘Learner as a customer’ and the ‘Learner as a student’ offers a fresh
approach that can add true value in an ever changing world.
The solution design prototype avoids historic and well used nomenclature as it creates an
instant bias towards ‘As-Is’ historic ways of working, for example, names for events and
collections of activities such as Admissions, Keep-Warm, Pre-enrolment, Enrolment and
Induction.

Students’ Experiences
As part of the project, a workshop was held with representatives from student bodies at each
college. We looked at the various high level stages of the Learner Journey and asked about
both their personal experiences and the experiences they thought some of their fellow
students might have had. The findings are shown in Appendix A4 - The Students’ Student
Journey below.

User Stories
For the purpose of this report, the role that appears inline with each user story has been
identified by its responsibility. For College owned activities this will be the Authoritative role
or Responsible role. For Learner owned activities this will be the Tasked role.

Generate Awareness
As a Director of Learner Recruitment, I want to generate awareness so:
● That the college can reach all potential students.
● That the focus is on success towards career goals.
● That marketing campaigns’ effectiveness are measured where possible.

Handle Enquiry
As a Director of Learner Recruitment, I want to handle enquiries so:
● That there is a quick turnaround for the Learner as a Customer.
● That the enquiry is answered fully.
● That the College collects enough information to enable the college to encourage
application or further enquiry.
● That the College collects enough information to enable us to link enquiry information
to applicant/enrolment information.

Apply to College
As a Learner as a Customer, I want to Apply to the College so:
● That I (the Learner) can express my intentions.
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●
●
●

That data is collected accurately and can be verified.
That I (the Learner) feel it is quick and easy so I am not discouraged from completing
or continuing.
That any language and ICT skills barriers are considered.

Choose a Career
As a Director of Learner Recruitment, I want to Choose a Career so:
● That the College engages with the Learner soon after application.
● That the College provides independent advice in student's best interests.
● That the College challenges and verifies career goals and pre-conceptions.
● That the College tests the Learner’s skill sets.

Right Course Selection
As a Director of Curriculum, I want to Offer a place on a course so:
● That the College waits until curriculum offering has settled down and courses are
available.
● That the College considers when to hold these interviews to best fit in with curriculum
demands.
● That the College recognises that this is a great opportunity to drive engagement and
can use the time for employer contact, careers discussions etc.

Confirm Eligibility and Enrol Learner to Qualification
As a Head of Compliance, I want to Confirm Eligibility so:
● That the College enrols Learners accurately first time.
● That the College tries to collect data early, to not put enrolment at risk following
results day.
● That the College has all appropriate documentation in place for the start of term,
securing the enrolment status.
As a Director of Learner Recruitment, I want to Enrol Learner to Qualification so:
● That the College tries to collect data early, to not put enrolment at risk following
results day.
● That the College ensures funding opportunities are identified and processed before
term starts.

Engage to Learn about College, Career and Course
As a Learner as Customer and a Learner as Student, I want to Engage to Learn about
College, Career and Course so:
● That I (the Learner) can make a more informed decision about enrolment.
● That I (the Learner) am more likely to have a better student experience because I
know how the college works.
● That I (the Learner) am ready to learn and will be more likely to achieve.
● That if I (the Learner) have poor early engagement then I can receive early
intervention.
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Business Planning
As an Assistant Principal for FE, I want to do Business Planning so:
● That the curriculum offering has been signed off at the appropriate level prior to
marketing.
● That Learners apply only to courses the College intends to run.
● That any changes to the curriculum offering are communicated to applicants.
● That any changes to the curriculum offering are communicated to offer holders.
● That application numbers are taken into consideration when finalising the curriculum
offering.
● That offer numbers are taken into consideration when finalising the curriculum
offering.

Learner Review Events
As an Assistant Principal for FE, I want to hold Learner Review Events so:
● That the schedule agreed with consideration for the rest of the learner journey.
● That the College has a review with the learner.
● That the College has a review of the learner.
● That early intervention for learner can be agreed and monitored.
● That early intervention for curriculum areas can be agreed and monitored.
● That there is a full view of the learner for a holistic approach.

Apply to Progress
As a Learner as Customer, I want to Apply to Progress so:
● That the college recognises the switch of persona from Learner as Student to
Learner as Customer.
● That I (the Learner as Customer) is asked what I want.
● That Learners who want straightforward progression can do this easily.
● That Learners who want different path will require interview.

Review Change Request
As a Head of Compliance, I want to Review Change Request so:
● That the College considers the impact of the change and ensures that stakeholders
are consulted where appropriate.
● That the College ensures that changes are rigorous.
● That the College ensures that changes are communicated properly.

Encourage Enquiry
As a Director of Learner Recruitment, I want to Encourage Enquiry so:
● That we understand what the next question might be.
● That we remind the Learner about the broad offer.
● That we remind the Learner about upcoming events.
● That we remind the Learner about our availability to respond to enquiries.

Encourage Application
As a Director of Learner Recruitment, I want to Encourage Application so:
● That there is a clear call to action including any deadlines
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Link Enquiry and Application Records
As a Director of Learner Recruitment, I want to Link Enquiry and Application Records so:
● That we can see the full learner journey for all students.
● That we can refine our processes with continuous improvement.
● That we can recognise where external factors start to affect our learner journey
(changing trends).

CCF Project Summary
All relevant supporting information can be found at the Online CCF Project Summary
including interactive process maps and other supporting information.

How to Implement This Design in Your College
The Design Prototype provides a useful starting point for designing a college’s To-Be
processes, but it is too generic to adopt as it stands. These are the steps any college should
go through in order to use the outputs of this project.
We would always recommend the use of MCA Map Pro - powered by Skore (™) for
developing a To-Be model, but any system could be used.

Mid Level Processes
Assuming that the top-level process is accepted by the college, the next step is to design
mid-level processes. The Solution Statements covered earlier should be kept close at hand
for this process, so as not to design processes that will cause pain points in the future.
The workings within the mid-level processes should clearly be designed in a way to minimise
costs and maximise customer satisfaction. However, so long as the overall process takes the
prescribed input and produces the prescribed output, then the steps inside that process does
not matter so much.
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Constraints
Start to overlay some of the constraints that the adopting college will have to accept. These
may include systems, teams, timings or skill sets. It may be that the process starts to look
less optimal and this is something that will need to be considered throughout. Consider if you
should reevaluate the decision(s) to keep existing systems, team structures etc. What
improvements would a new system bring?

Portal for Learner as a Customer
A big element of the To-Be Solution Design Prototype is the use of a Portal for Learners
while they hold the Learner as a Customer persona. This is envisaged as a
password-controlled website where the learner’s application is held and everything required
to take them through the admissions, pre-enrolment, enrolment and induction processes can
be accessed.
It should be clear to a learner using the portal where they are up to in their learner journey,
what steps are next and what they need to do to get them through the journey.
The portal is not a replacement for messaging that can be sent out, but the messaging
should always encourage the learner to engage with the process that the portal sets out for
them.

Robust Course Data Lifecycle Management
Several pain points observed in the As-Is journeys in this project were linked to
mis-management of the course information. A college’s courses are its core business
offering, and it is vitally important that these are handled with the care and thoroughness that
they deserve. Doing the basics right could have alleviated many of the associated issues in
this area for the project’s colleges.
Where courses are retired or changed, these should be done fully, without leaving potential
learners holding offers for courses that will not run.

Contact Relationship Management System
Both colleges in the project, and other colleges that we have worked with, have said it is
difficult to get an overview of the contact a college has with its students. Indeed, a whole
problem statement is associated with this within this project. A solution to this problem would
be the use of a contact relationship management system. This could be used to direct
messaging at the Learner as a Customer persona, using information known about the
individual from the MIS system. For instance, if an application has been received then a
message can be sent thanking them for their application and advising them of the next
steps.
Many colleges may feel that they already do much of this, and while the messaging may
exist, it is often not planned consistently and co-ordinated. The end result can be that the
learner feels that different parts of the college are trying to contact them at the same time but
with no knowledge of what the other part is saying. This leaves a poor impression with the
learner and perhaps an indication of what is to come.
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Information held here and in the online CCF Project Summary can be used to form the
requirements for creating a ‘Learner as a customer’ portal. Such a portal should have
capabilities to meet the requirements generated by the Solution Design Prototype plus any
interface requirements determined by a specific College’s needs in relation to interfacing
with their own internal systems, management information systems in particular.

Engagement Measurement
The way that the Learner as Customer and Learner as Student personas engage with the
college through the early parts of the Learner Journey and through induction activities may
well be representative of how they will engage with the college through the Teaching and
Learning and Assessment stages. It would be useful to know if this is a good indicator, so it
would seem prudent to attempt to measure engagement that can then be compared with
academic performance.

Involve Learners
It should go without saying that the development of a new Learner Journey should involve
input from learners. Not only are they currently experiencing your current journey, but they
may have some views that staff could not predict or fully appreciate. Creating a journey that
delights the Learner as Customer persona from the very start will surely help to nurture more
learners though the journey successfully.
The specifics of this should be left to the colleges, given what they know about their
customer base, and what skills the college has in-house to facilitate. In practical terms, this
could include student representatives on project boards, workshops with students and A/B
split testing for different processes to see which produce better outcomes.

How To Find Out More
As part of the dissemination of this project, MCA Cooper Associates Ltd will run two free
webinar events to present the project and they and DN Colleges Group and The Sheffield
College will be available to answer any questions. For more information about these events,
please see the MCA Seminar page at https://www.mcacoopers.com/seminars/.
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Appendix A1 - Responsibility Model
Introducing RATSI
In many languages “Accountability” translates literally to “Responsibility”. In the world of
global business this lack of clarity can lead to mistakes or confusion. In comparison RATSI
does not use this concept of “Accountability” at all.
Instead it uses:

● Authority over the work (but is not involved) and decision maker.
● Responsibility for ensuring that the work is done.

Definitions
RATSI stands for:

Authority
“owns” the activity or the decision to be made. Clearly not involved in the day to day work.

Responsible
For ensuring the activity is done (not necessarily doing the work but ensuring it is completed
to an agreed standard).

Task
Actually does the work as described.

Support
Provides inputs in exceptional situations / edge cases (otherwise it would be Task).

Informed
This person is informed the activity will happen / has been done (successfully or not!).
It is important to remember that these are cumulative: someone could have Authority,
Responsibility AND Task on a given activity.
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Appendix A2 - Problem Statements to Design Prototype

5

5

Adapted from https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Scrum_diagram_(no_labels).png
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Appendix A3 - Example ‘As-Is’ Pain Points
An example but not exhaustive selection of Pain Points identified during Stage 1 ‘As-Is’ process capture sessions.
Note: reference to the College and campus have been removed before the table was inserted into this document.

Area

Admissions

Observation Description

Old course data on website.

Source
Stakeholder

Impact

Problem Statement
A proactive, rigorous, formal and cross functional change
culture does not exist.

Marketing

Students are given incorrect data to inform them
of curriculum offer which then don't match with
application form and admissions process.

A proactive, rigorous, formal and cross functional change
culture does not exist.
Admissions

Old course data in application form

Admissions

Incorrect applications cannot be
progressed automatically so are
altered by Admissions

Admissions

Admissions re-instate courses to
progress applications against retired
courses

Admissions

There can be a significant lag
between receipt of application and
interview being scheduled

Admissions

There can be a significant lag
between receipt of application and
interview taking place

Admissions

Admissions

Students are given incorrect data to apply against

Admissions

The college sometimes does not communicate clearly,
Students' applications may be progressed against leading to undesired outcomes.
something they do not want.

Admissions

A proactive, rigorous, formal and cross functional change
Students' applications may be progressed against culture does not exist.
courses that the college has not committed to run.

Admissions

This can put off a student, or mean they engage
with another college that engages with them
better.

Admissions

This can put off a student, or mean they have time Objectives, Goals, Strategies and KPIs drive behaviours
to engage with another college that has a quicker that can conflict with students’ best interests.
process.

Details of offer (level, grades etc)
hidden from the student - offer is just
for the curriculum area.
College

The college sometimes does not communicate clearly,
leading to undesired outcomes.

Negative: Students may not be clear what they are Objectives, Goals, Strategies and KPIs drive behaviours
aiming to achieve or what they are interviewing
that can conflict with students’ best interests.
for. Some students do not like this and may go
elsewhere.
Positive: Some students might like that they have
a place at the college in that curriculum area,
regardless of their results. This will help to build
loyalty to the college.
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Old data is carried through to Enrolment,
Induction, Exams processes which still needs
fixing and can result in a poor experience for the
student.

Data or information does not always exist or is not always
accessible at the right time to enable business processes.

Admissions

Tutor does not always alter the
course in the offer following new
information gained in the interview.

Admissions

“There’s always a place for you here” Curriculum,
message.
Marketing

This can make it seem like the college is not
aspirational which can put some students off.

Admissions

Offer response (esp. negative) isn’t
always recorded centrally, leading to
multiple contacts.
Admissions

This can frustrate the student and damages the
reputation of the college.

Admissions

Applications processed before
Curriculum Planning

Some courses might not run, and students will
need moving.

Admissions

Admissions and
Student Funding
Team, Additional
Interviews can be held before checks Learning Support,
have been completed
Heads of Academy

Data or information does not always exist or is not always
Parallel processes that lack clear timescales when accessible at the right time to enable business processes.
decisions should be made therefore curriculum
might put offer before SEND and criminal
conviction checked

All

KPIs drive behaviour/process design

Objectives, Goals, Strategies and KPIs drive behaviours
Sometimes decisions are made that are not in the that can conflict with students’ best interests.
learners' best interests.

Curriculum
Planning and
Timetabling

Curriculum Offer is not signed off
early

Curriculum Team,
Data and Exams
Team

Curriculum
Planning and
Timetabling

Offers were made (knowingly)
against incorrect courses but these
weren’t corrected at the time and
persist into Enrolment.

Enrolment,
Admissions,
Curriculum

Curriculum
Planning and
Timetabling

Timely knowledge of available
funding

Faculty Managers,
Planning,
Knowing what funding is available
Information Services LARS EFSA

Curriculum

College

Lack of hard deadline for completed course file,
sometimes due to last minute external changes.

Objectives, Goals, Strategies and KPIs drive behaviours
that can conflict with students’ best interests.
There is no single view of information for contact
management throughout the learner journey.
Data or information does not always exist or is not always
accessible at the right time to enable business processes.

Data or information does not always exist or is not always
accessible at the right time to enable business processes.

Objectives, Goals, Strategies and KPIs drive behaviours
that can conflict with students’ best interests.
Students could get enrolled on courses they don’t
want.
Data or information does not always exist or is not always
accessible at the right time to enable business processes.

Data or information does not always exist or is not always
accessible at the right time to enable business processes.
Enrolment

19+ missing benefits or level
entitlement

Various

challenging to enrol with missing information. Fee
issue?
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Data or information does not always exist or is not always
accessible at the right time to enable business processes.
Enrolment

ID needed for all students

Various

Funding rules not followed. Possible fraudulent
student?

Various

Creates extra follow up work - College has to
contact student

Various

Enrolled on courses without offer/interview - tutor
not spoken to student.

Enrolment

Students can't pay online

Enrolment

students who didn't have
offer/interview sent link (SLT
approved)

Enrolment

enrolment link shared between
students (friend didn’t have one, but
its course specific)

Enrolment

Online enrolments not clear what
student needs to attach

Enrolment

Communication to student don't have
a thread for everyone to view so the
student are not being "pestered"
Various

Objectives, Goals, Strategies and KPIs drive behaviours
that can conflict with students’ best interests.
Objectives, Goals, Strategies and KPIs drive behaviours
that can conflict with students’ best interests.
The college sometimes does not communicate clearly,
leading to undesired outcomes.

Various

Enrolled on wrong course
The college sometimes does not communicate clearly,
leading to undesired outcomes.

Various

challenging to enrol with missing information
lots of departments chasing same student for
same info

There is no single view of information for contact
management throughout the learner journey.
Data or information does not always exist or is not always
accessible at the right time to enable business processes.

Enrolment

Enrolment

Ability to add immigration
status/expiry dates etc

Change of address/phone number

Various

follow up

Various

currently updated via Coaches via
conversation/emails to enrolment who manually
amend. Room for error

Data or information does not always exist or is not always
accessible at the right time to enable business processes.

Data or information does not always exist or is not always
accessible at the right time to enable business processes.
Enrolment

Ensuring that student has put NOK
contact number and not their own

Enrolment

Students intentions which had been
captured by the college were not
passed to tutors who chased up
no-shows

Various

no NOK data recorded for emergency

Enrolment

Students could get frustrated with the poor student There is no single view of information for contact
experience and this could reduce the likelihood
management throughout the learner journey.
that they will enrol. Tutor from wrong curriculum
area might call.
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Poor student experience, confusing messaging.

The college sometimes does not communicate clearly,
leading to undesired outcomes.

Enrolment

Admissions and
Separate communications in regards Student Funding
to event and online enrolment
Team

Student will not have a good experience.

Objectives, Goals, Strategies and KPIs drive behaviours
that can conflict with students’ best interests.

Enrolment

Not all learners populate an online
enrolment form (due to lack of digital
skills). A follow up process is
Admissions and
needed. Some students will just turn Student Funding
up onsite to enrol
Team

Enrolment

Admissions and
Not all learners populate an online
Student Funding
enrolment form (due to poor English) Team

A follow up process is needed. Some students will Objectives, Goals, Strategies and KPIs drive behaviours
just turn up onsite to enrol and the college does
that can conflict with students’ best interests.
not have a good experience in place for this.

Enrolment

Admissions and
Student Funding
Timing of enrolment related activities Team

Data or information does not always exist or is not always
In the past problems have come because activities accessible at the right time to enable business processes.
have been left until the enrolment event. We might
be able to do this earlier.

Enrolment

Issuing of induction appointment
slots

Admissions and
Student Funding
Team, Curriculum

Potential for disconnect… the learner believes
they are actively enrolled when they are not.

Enrolment

Advanced learner loan payments

Data and Exams
Team

Unable to control the outcome of outstanding
Advanced Learner Loan payments.

Enrolment

A lot of paper based enrolment forms
still being used by tutors. Is paper
heavy - more than you would expect
with electronic enrolment available
Curriculum

The college sometimes does not communicate clearly,
leading to undesired outcomes.
Objectives, Goals, Strategies and KPIs drive behaviours
that can conflict with students’ best interests.
Data or information does not always exist or is not always
accessible at the right time to enable business processes.

Processing is slowed down and has an increased
cost
Data or information does not always exist or is not always
accessible at the right time to enable business processes.

Enrolment

some courses not set up with correct
dates (12 months, 18 months etc)
Curriculum

wrong dates recorded in ILR

Enrolment

Roll on Roll off (RORO) courses,
dates/duration not set-up, holiday
pattern not fully utilised.

Curriculum

enrolment staff are working out the end date
manually - or use full year dates on setup - room
for error

Enrolment

Automatic enrolment does not offer
the chance to select the correct
course ahead of enrolment.

Enrolment

Students could get enrolled on courses they don’t
want.

Data or information does not always exist or is not always
accessible at the right time to enable business processes.

Objectives, Goals, Strategies and KPIs drive behaviours
that can conflict with students’ best interests.
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Enrolment

Results are not checked ahead of
enrolment.

Enrolment

Students could get enrolled on courses that are
not suitable.

Enrolment

Students could get enrolled on courses that don’t
suit their career goals anymore.

Enrolment

IAG is not offered before enrolment.

Enrolment

Students filling out an enrolment
form to direct enrol could use a
course code that is switched off. This
is sometimes switched back on in
order to process the enrolment.
Enrolment

Enrolment

Students holding offers to courses
that have been retired are invited to
enrol through the enrolment link.
Enrolment request gets stuck and
sometimes the course is switched
back on to process the enrolment.

Enrolment

Registers for attendance on
enrolment events is not
standardised. It's good to be able to
contact these on the day for several
reasons. Firstly, to help boost
numbers, but also for safeguarding
check.

Enrolment

ALS Guidance and support at
enrolment

Objectives, Goals, Strategies and KPIs drive behaviours
that can conflict with students’ best interests.
Objectives, Goals, Strategies and KPIs drive behaviours
that can conflict with students’ best interests.
Objectives, Goals, Strategies and KPIs drive behaviours
that can conflict with students’ best interests.

Student is enrolled on a course that is not running
and is not timetabled.
Objectives, Goals, Strategies and KPIs drive behaviours
that can conflict with students’ best interests.

Enrolment

Student is enrolled on a course that is not running
and is not timetabled.
The college cannot contact non-attendees on the
day to encourage them to come to enrol.

Data or information does not always exist or is not always
accessible at the right time to enable business processes.

Admissions and
Student Funding
Team, Curriculum

SEND Team, Data
and Exams Team
Admissions and
Student Funding
Team

Enrolment

Learner Support Fund Applicants

Enrolment

Alternative provision, different faculty Curriculum Team,
identified at Enrolment
Careers Team

Separate spreadsheet that ALS team use
therefore not centrally visible if assessment been
done during application process

Data or information does not always exist or is not always
accessible at the right time to enable business processes.

Data or information does not always exist or is not always
accessible at the right time to enable business processes.
Separate application for LSF (learner enters same
info twice)
The college sometimes does not communicate clearly,
leading to undesired outcomes.
Not all eligible learners are signposted to Careers
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Induction

Students who enrol at times other
than Sep have a different induction
experience.

Induction

Induction is not done consistently
across the college.

Curriculum

These students might not feel properly inducted
and engaged and may be less likely to achieve or
progress.

Curriculum

Students in different areas receive a different
experience for induction

The college sometimes does not communicate clearly,
leading to undesired outcomes.
The college sometimes does not communicate clearly,
leading to undesired outcomes.
Data or information does not always exist or is not always
accessible at the right time to enable business processes.

Induction

Data is not recorded centrally about
Induction

Curriculum

It is hard for the college to understand and
demonstrate the impact of a good induction.
Objectives, Goals, Strategies and KPIs drive behaviours
that can conflict with students’ best interests.

Induction

It is not clear why we do induction

Curriculum

It is hard to know what a good induction looks like.

Induction

In-year changes are not always
communicated well to students

Curriculum

Students who think they are inducted might not
actually know how to access services they need.

Induction

Transfer process does not flow
through into MS Teams quickly Teams membership is done manually IT
Data and Exams
Team, Admissions
and Student funding
Team

Induction

Linking student to PLR

The college sometimes does not communicate clearly,
leading to undesired outcomes.
Data or information does not always exist or is not always
accessible at the right time to enable business processes.

Students aren't put into the correct Team quickly
and miss out on meetings, teaching, events etc.
Capture of ULN is done at applications but not
Data or information does not always exist or is not always
during enrolment. Key information used to identify accessible at the right time to enable business processes.
an individual person are now fluid (variable)
except for date of birth:
* Post code
* Gender
* DoB (fixed)
* Surname
* Forname
Data or information does not always exist or is not always
accessible at the right time to enable business processes.

Induction

Induction

Conditions of Funding

Data and Exams
Team,

There is a need to evidence attendance
throughout the year

One to one ‘right choice’ reviews

Objectives, Goals, Strategies and KPIs drive behaviours
Student Experience, Not a consistent quality experience for the student that can conflict with students’ best interests.
Curriculum Team
here
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* Staff drafted in to hold Right Choice reviews,
therefore, reviews can lack consistency and
quality

Induction

Induction

Induction

Induction

Induction

Induction

Data or information does not always exist or is not always
accessible at the right time to enable business processes.

Transfer Student

Data and Exams
Team, Curriculum
Team

Transfer Student

Data and Exams
Team, Curriculum
Team

Can result in timetable clash with English and
Maths

Transfer Student

Data and Exams
Team, Curriculum
Team

Objectives, Goals, Strategies and KPIs drive behaviours
ESFA rules mean a signature needed for transfers that can conflict with students’ best interests.
which makes it hard

Curriculum Team

* Difficult to keep late starters up to date with
timetable
* Less time to impress College expectations
* Personal development, behaviour and wellbeing

Curriculum Team

Initial timetables
The college sometimes does not communicate clearly,
* lack of synchronicity between induction and what leading to undesired outcomes.
has been timetabled on EBS
* some on EBS, some not

Curriculum Team

Equipment not always available due to supply.
Students may use smart phones and gaming
consoles to access College systems that do not
provide and ideal user experience.

Active enrolment (hold orientation) Late Starters

Active enrolment (hold orientation) Initial timetables

Active enrolment - Access to
Equipment

Is paper heavy
Data or information does not always exist or is not always
accessible at the right time to enable business processes.

The college sometimes does not communicate clearly,
leading to undesired outcomes.

Objectives, Goals, Strategies and KPIs drive behaviours
that can conflict with students’ best interests.

Data or information does not always exist or is not always
accessible at the right time to enable business processes.
Induction

Induction

Active enrolment (hold orientation) Access to Equipment

Hold online induction

Student Experience

Temporary student account activated 24 hrs from
it being issued

Curriculum Team

Pain point: Communication, Accountability.
* Plan looks good on paper but not always
delivered well.
* Quality of delivery not always consistent
* Staff not always engaged as they may not have
had input

Objectives, Goals, Strategies and KPIs drive behaviours
that can conflict with students’ best interests.
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* Some staff members may not be as confident on
some areas as others (e.g safe guarding, British
values)
There is no single view of information for contact
management throughout the learner journey.

Marketing

No single source of the truth on
enquiries

Marketing

Unable to measure enquiries Vs outcomes

Marketing

Marketing does not have access to
systems to drive their marketing
campaigns.

Marketing

It is not possible to ensure consistent branding
and messaging on communications.

Marketing

Curriculum teams do not have time
to input course information. There is
no established process for this. (This
is common across the sector)
Curriculum

Marketing do not have access to accurate course
marketing information and have to spend time
chasing for marketing activities.

Curriculum

Marketing do not have access to accurate course
marketing information and have to spend time
chasing for marketing activities.

A proactive, rigorous, formal and cross functional change
culture does not exist.

Marketing

Curriculum teams have not had
training to input course information.

College

Marketing do not have access to accurate course
marketing information and have to spend time
chasing for marketing activities.

A proactive, rigorous, formal and cross functional change
culture does not exist.

Marketing

There is no established process to
generate course information for
marketing

Marketing

Images held against course
information are not included in the
website on the course page

A separate process has to be undertaken to get
images included on a course page.

Keep Warm

Email addresses and Microsoft
Teams account cannot be generated
prior to Enrolment
Marketing

Microsoft Teams is not available as a tool to help
drive engagement through keep-warm periods.

Keep Warm

No portal available for applicants

Marketing

Harder to drive engagement without a portal
where offer, keep-warm and pre-enrolment
induction material could be collated.

Progression

Some students are on courses they
don’t like and don’t want to progress
on but this wasn’t picked up earlier.

Curriculum

It is hard to provide progression when a student is Objectives, Goals, Strategies and KPIs drive behaviours
that can conflict with students’ best interests.
already disengaged from current programme of
study.

Progression

Some students are on courses they
won’t achieve on, so cannot
progress, but this wasn’t picked up
earlier.

The college sometimes does not communicate clearly,
leading to undesired outcomes.
A proactive, rigorous, formal and cross functional change
culture does not exist.

Data or information does not always exist or is not always
accessible at the right time to enable business processes.

Objectives, Goals, Strategies and KPIs drive behaviours
that can conflict with students’ best interests.
Objectives, Goals, Strategies and KPIs drive behaviours
that can conflict with students’ best interests.

Objectives, Goals, Strategies and KPIs drive behaviours
that can conflict with students’ best interests.
Curriculum

It is impossible for a student to progress if they
cannot achieve their current programme of study.
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Progression

Late curriculum planning means that
progression options aren’t always
known by tutors to help students
consider options.
Curriculum

Progression

Some students aren’t sure what they
want to study next and college can’t
Students cannot be sure of their options in the
always help them decide
Curriculum, Careers college and may look to other destinations.

Progression

The wrong progression course can
be selected by students because
correct course information wasn’t
available.

Progression

Some students are not wanted to
progress by curriculum areas due to
poor attendance or behaviour and
are referred for careers advice.

Progression

Curriculum areas hold local data on
student progression which means
central data is not reliable.

Progression

ProSolution report for progression
offers doesn’t update statuses.

Progression

It is unclear how progression offers
are communicated to students, if at
all

The college sometimes does not communicate clearly,
leading to undesired outcomes.
Students cannot be sure of their options in the
college and may look to other destinations.

Curriculum,
Marketing, Students

Student is kept warm for the wrong course and
loses engagement, resulting in no-show or
enrolment on a course they are not interested in.

Curriculum

Some students get passed between curriculum
areas and careers team, with nobody taking
accountability for their progression.

Data or information does not always exist or is not always
accessible at the right time to enable business processes.

The college sometimes does not communicate clearly,
leading to undesired outcomes.

Objectives, Goals, Strategies and KPIs drive behaviours
that can conflict with students’ best interests.

Data or information does not always exist or is not always
accessible at the right time to enable business processes.
Curriculum

Hard for college to monitor progress consistently.

Admissions

Data or information does not always exist or is not always
accessible at the right time to enable business processes.
Hard for Admissions to monitor progress of offer
generation, especially if deadlines are missed and
reports need running multiple times.
Objectives, Goals, Strategies and KPIs drive behaviours
that can conflict with students’ best interests.

Admissions

Hard to know how much needs fixing within the
process when the current process isn’t
understood.

Objectives, Goals, Strategies and KPIs drive behaviours
that can conflict with students’ best interests.

A proactive, rigorous, formal and cross functional change
culture does not exist.

Progression

Offers were automatically accepted
for students whose offer was in-area. Admissions

Some students were automatically enrolled
despite not having asked, which pushed bad data
downstream to Enrolment, Induction and Exams
processes.

Curriculum
Planning and
Timetabling

Course master pro-forma doesn't
require sufficient data to be entered
for details to be entered onto the
system by the Registry team.

The process is initiated with only a partial
collection of data.

SLT
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SLT

Paper copies sent to Curriculum for validation of
content. This can take months for validated /
updated information to be returned from
Curriculum to Marketing

Data or information does not always exist or is not always
accessible at the right time to enable business processes.

SLT

Accountability and responsibility not clearly
defined.

A proactive, rigorous, formal and cross functional change
culture does not exist.

Current year data isn't always
flagged to not run in the 'next year'
so gets rolled forward regardless.

SLT

Course is still advertised and available for
application because the decision to not run the
course has not been recorded.

A proactive, rigorous, formal and cross functional change
culture does not exist.

Curriculum
Planning and
Timetabling

Deleted courses not rolled forward

SLT

Related courses disappear from the website.
Troubleshooting takes a long time.

A proactive, rigorous, formal and cross functional change
culture does not exist.

Curriculum
Planning and
Timetabling

LARS come through very late.

SLT

There is not enough time for issues following
changes to be picked up and solved.

A proactive, rigorous, formal and cross functional change
culture does not exist.

Curriculum
Planning and
Timetabling

LARS is increasingly just showing
current academic year for eligibility

SLT

There is not enough time for issues following
changes to be picked up and solved.

Data or information does not always exist or is not always
accessible at the right time to enable business processes.

Curriculum
Planning and
Timetabling

New offering created, when course
data changes, by duplicating old
offering and amending data

SLT

Data is not always amended as a lot of domain
knowledge is required. Ultimately key information
such as marketing info, curriculum info missing.

A proactive, rigorous, formal and cross functional change
culture does not exist.

SLT

Manual intervention is required to identify active
applications associated with the 'old offering'. 'old
course' still remains advertised on the website

A proactive, rigorous, formal and cross functional change
culture does not exist.

Curriculum
Planning and
Timetabling

Course information held by
Marketing in a local spreadsheet

Curriculum
Planning and
Timetabling

Lack of understanding of cross
functional processes between
departments e.g. Marketing and
Registry

Curriculum
Planning and
Timetabling

Curriculum
Planning and
Timetabling

Deletion of old offerings

Curriculum
Planning and
Timetabling

Courses get unflagged for deletion
so that students applications can get
processed.
SLT

Applicants are associated and communicated
against deleted courses.

A proactive, rigorous, formal and cross functional change
culture does not exist.

Curriculum
Planning and
Timetabling

Courses that "should" be running
aren't setup as running.

Courses don't appear on the website so aren't
properly advertised.

A proactive, rigorous, formal and cross functional change
culture does not exist.

SLT
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Curriculum
Planning and
Timetabling

When a course replaces another,
often course marketing information
isn't copied across.

SLT

Courses don't appear on the website so aren't
properly advertised.

Curriculum
Planning and
Timetabling

Final stages in course data change
process are dealt with as
troubleshooting tasks, on ad-hoc
basis.

SLT

Creates extra work for other departments later on, A proactive, rigorous, formal and cross functional change
and affects student experience.
culture does not exist.

A proactive, rigorous, formal and cross functional change
culture does not exist.
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Appendix A4 - The Students’ Student Journey
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